Medicine and science have evolved through processes of robust information accumulation, appropriate analyses, and proper evaluation. The ability to predict individual risk of disease progression, judge therapeutic effects, and predict accurate prognosis is a core principle of precision medicine \[[@bb0005]\]. Given that we can now comprehensively search clinical indicators and biomarkers and collect such information, it is time to use these abilities in practice. But how?

Clinical researchers investigate disease phenotypes and actively collected clinical information in order to provide early diagnosis, predict prognosis, and achieve better clinical outcomes. Biomedical researchers carefully observe changes in levels of DNA, RNA, protein, or metabolites and identify novel biomarkers \[[@bb0010]\]. To translate basic science to clinical intervention, we have conducted large-scale clinical trials to validate hypotheses and practice the bench-to-bedside process \[[@bb0015]\]. This process has been a popular strategy for recent clinical epidemiological research.

When the target molecular mechanisms are clear and a moderately sized affected population is available, it is critically useful to find relationships between individual survival times and factors of interest. Infectious diseases, immune diseases, and cancer are among the best examples of such conditions. As the characteristics of a disease are manifested, the evidentiary value of biomarkers is further strengthened. Such diseases are characterized based on average values of the biomarkers, and the characteristics of each individual case can be explained by average values of the disease population, i.e., "average medicine".

However, in multifactorial diseases (e.g., cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, and kidney diseases), searching for biomarkers using the "average medicine" approach may not necessarily be effective. Multifactorial diseases have multiple regulators or prognostic parameters that are independent, diverse, and intertwined with a wide variety of genetic and environmental factors. Disease progression can be unpredictable because conventional approaches have failed to consider multiple marker interactions \[[@bb0020]\]. In other words, it is undesirable for an affected population with a certain disease to be represented by one averaged parameter, because the important information and the diversity of other parameters can be lost. Many past studies focused on specific disease populations, divided them into two or more groups using specific biomarkers, and asked whether the average values of indicators exhibited epidemiologically significant differences among groups. However, this is undesirable when an exponential increase in the number of candidate markers requires a large multiple-testing correction factor, which can conceal significance. For example, hypertension does not necessarily result in myocardial infarction, and myocardial infarction can be caused by syndromes other than hypertension. Therefore, for these diseases, we must pursue "individual medicine" rather than "average medicine". Specifically, we must avoid losing clinical information about multiple parameters of individuals, find new methods for making use of patient data in medical care, and achieve precision medicine.

In addition, when dealing with multiple biomarkers, careful attention must be paid to eliminating arbitrariness in the selection process. To eliminate uncertainty, we need a method for discovering specific rules from large amounts of data using mathematical calculations (without going through researchers\' hands) and applying these rules to clinical practice. Such efforts would represent effective solutions in the era of computational resources \[[@bb0025]\]. Kitakaze et al. tried to find clinically useful rules by eliminating data arbitrariness using a data mining method from more than 10 years earlier \[[@bb0030]\] \[[@bb0035]\] \[[@bb0040]\] \[[@bb0045]\]. In the study for which that method was developed (Fukuda et al. \[[@bb0050]\]), the authors targeted heart failure, which is an aggregate of complex pathological conditions. Using comprehensive clinical information, they applied mathematical science to data mining, and thus identified a factor related to disease prognosis. Such data science applications are in demand not only in cardiology but also in other medical fields. In fact, recent trends in science and technology have changed how we use 'big data', which are now analyzed by data mining, artificial intelligence, or machine learning. For example, weather forecasts predict the atmospheric pressure, occurrence of thunder, and movement of rain clouds by observing temperature, previous atmospheric pressure, and humidity on a given lattice point of the earth and solving hydrodynamic equations.

Fukuda et al. \[[@bb0050]\] also followed a similar approach in their research strategy. They obtained big data from patients of heart failure and solved a mathematical equation to predict cardiovascular events. In general, many factors influence the risk of cardiovascular outcomes. At the same time, clinicians are seeking very clear markers that can be seen at a glance, like BNP, to improve our understanding of pathophysiology of heart failure patients. Together, these two issues are points that research must overcome. In fact, Fukuda et al.'s study provides a potential solution: they narrowed down the number of important factors in the network and proposed two clinical factors that predict the cardiovascular outcomes: the use of inotropic agents and diuretics with normal heart rate by LAMP methods. Given the contributions of this technology to other areas of research, the results obtained from their study are not surprising.

These new lines of evidence may open a new era for clinical medicine. To achieve this goal, we need to obtain big data in each clinical field, and then develop mathematical models with which to analyze them.
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